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Abstract
Education enhances and empowers the knowledge of human being in every dimension of their life which
helps them to create a better future fulfilling their aims. Today’s education is a kind of learn by doing
process as a person acquires knowledge by doing so mething practically. Chalk and talk is a traditional
method of classroom teaching where the teacher teaches the subjects by using chalk-board and the
students grabs it just by listening, which has its own pros and cons whereas, if we take a step forward
then we have advancement in science and technology with new ways of teaching methods in short which
can be termed as smart class. In this paper the authors first surveyed and proposed that the theory class
teaching could be enhanced with the help of high end technology using LCD or Projector connected with
computer or laptop for dynamic visualization by animation of the concerned topic of the scientific area
like Physics, Chemistry, Biology, Mathematics, Engineering etc. because while coming from theory class es
to empirical analysis or lab experiments there may be many confusion in the mind as the Indian
education system is modularized using routine or time slot based classroom teachings. At the same time,
it may be possible that some experiments are very much expensive to perform; in such scenario, the
doubts of the learner will be unclear. Here the author has demonstrated the analysis of the survey, which
depicts the smart class teaching especially using dynamic visualization which is achieved by animation,
has great advantage of over the traditional classroom teaching. As this is the world of science and high
class technology we can bring a valuable change in education system because education is the backbone
for a better human civilization.

Keywords: Photographic Memory, Dynamic Visualization, Animation, Cognitive, Molecular Chemistry,
Perspective Projection, Wireless sensor network, Nuclear Fusion
Introduction
Homo sapiens are social animal who adapts the behavior and learning quickly from surroundings since
the ancient age. As it is well known to almost all that mother is the first teacher for any human being.
When a mother tries to teach her infant about the real-time tangible objects or entity or creature (who
has life), the infant’s photographic memory adapts that and in the future encounter of the same entity or
creature he or she scans his or her little memory to react what the mother has depicted earlier. But day
by day infant brain learns and behaves accordingly from others. The earlier term "others" may be from
school, college or professional career etc.
The traditional approach of classroom teaching and learning process is that a teacher explains on a
topic and the students listens and learns it. Generally in India, the teacher uses a blackboard and chalk to
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emphasize his or her points, which can be noted down by the students for future references wh ere most
preferably static visualization used. For drawing a complex diagram or writing a big expression on the
blackboard are time consuming. This way of teaching strategy is better for non -technical subject or
courses. But today’s world demand farthest approach of learning process so that the learners can gain
optimum knowledge within the stipulated classroom time. Therefore, most of the Government and
private or Government Affiliated University, Institutes and Colleges in India started adapting high end
technology for the classroom teaching. as because by this process of teaching we can expect out lots of
best outcomes from the students which would lead to some new extent of learning and also sharing ideas
in a faster way.
There was a long debate between research communities regarding the usage of dynamic visualization
by animation in teaching and learning process. Many research communities proposed differently with
regard to the usage of still or static image in learning and teaching process can be re placed by dynamic
visualization as animation.
In general animation is implied object in motion. Animation is a real innovation in computational world
which mimic the virtual reality. Most preferably all animation is broadly classified into 2D and 3D
animation. Other kind of animation such as Key-frame animation, stop-motion animation, clay animation
also gains lots of impression among the users. For traditional or classical 2D animation a series of
pictures is drawn over paper then it is scanned and captured from the paper as an image to be loaded in
to a computational device for processing of animation. But in case of 2D digital 2D animation by using
software the objects are drawn to create animation frames which are popularly used for Web based
animation and TV based funny animation. Digital 3D animation has taken immense popularity in
animated game world. In case of stop-motion animation an object is framed against a background and
slight transformation applied in both 2D and 3D environment to take new frame. Till a certain length of
animation is obtained the process is repeated.
Object shapes may vary over time during the transformation in key frame animation is denoted as
morphing or metamorphosis. For an example a line in key frame k can be transformed into two line
segments in next key frame k+1 by adding a new vertex shown in figure 1

Figure 1 shows the key frames to transform to split a single line into two line
Limitations in Literature Survey and Its Solution
Cognitive load theory suggests that effective instructional material facilitates learning by directing
cognitive resources toward activities that are relevant to learning rather than toward preliminaries to
learning. One example of ineffective instruction occurs if learners unnecessarily are required to mentally
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integrate disparate sources of mutually referring information such as separate text and diagrams. Such
split-source information may generate a heavy cognitive load, because material must be mentally
integrated before learning can commence [1].Because animations can depict situational dynamics
explicitly, they have the potential to help learners build coherent, high-quality mental models of complex
change processes. Further, Interactive animations provide opportunities for learners to deal with
available information selectively and so avoid excessive processing demands [2]. In recent years there
has been a lengthy debate about the opportunities for using animation in learning and instruction. The
enthusiasm of the first years, in which the potential of dynamic visualization seemed to be boundless,
gave way to a more pragmatic view. If there were no differences in learning outcomes between
animations and static pictures one could assume that the effect sizes would show an approximate normal
distribution with an expected mean of zero. However, the meta-analysis resulted by comparisons with a
statistically significant advantage of the animation, over static pictures are significantly superior [3].
Animations of molecular structure and dynamics are often used to help students understand the abstract
ideas of chemistry. Resa M. Kelly investigated this qualitative study that how the features of different
styles of molecular level animation affected students’ explanations of sodium chloride dissolves in water
[4]. Teaching organic chemistry and presentation of the various subjects (alkanes, alkenes, ketones, etc.)
using animation can benefit to Students when they can find a common element that ties the subject
matter together [5].
From the literature, the authors deeply motivated and empirically draw a conclusion by visiting to
different institution and collected the raw fact that Dynamic visualization using animation along with
classroom teaching makes a great cognitive impact of the concept for longer period on the student’s mind
rather than the traditional classroom teaching in India.
Traditional Chalk and Talk procedure is an old pattern for teaching and learning process to impart
knowledge to the learners where they may not get the things properly what is described by the teacher.
We have taken 8 different samples which are demonstrated along with the theoretical concept as seven
case studies among the different age of students by visiting different government and private group of
institution. The case studies are described below.
Case 1: There are some costlier experiments, which cannot be possible practically so it is better to
display an existing video or preparing an animated video so that empirical over view will be grasp easily
by the students in any forum.
Case 2: There are some experiments, which are dangerous to perform by the students. Therefore, it is
better to prepare certain animated operational video by which the dangerous or risky experiment could
have demonstrated in the classroom.
Case 3: Static pictures and figures of any concept do not make realistic imprints on the minds of the
students.
Case 4: There are some practical oriented subjects in such case theory classes are followed by practical
classes where practical experiments are performed and observed in the practical laboratories but due to
some disturbances such as holidays, there comes a big time gap between the theory classes to the
practical classes as per the time schedule. Hence, nearly 40-50% of the concept is lost by the learner's
memory.
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So it is better that at least show a live experimental animated video or prepare an animation film which
should be played the classroom so that on the spot while the lecture is going on, the concept can be
gained with better percentage of understanding resulting in having a clear idea. Some diagrams, which
cannot be drawn on the blackboard but can be shown in the projector and can be explained, will hel p the
students to understand better.
Materials and Method
From the literature, it is clear that animation based teaching and learning is a remedial solution towards the
problems related to traditional teaching and learning process. The author has proposed architecture of dynamic
visualization which is shown in figure 2.

Figure 2 Architecture of proposed method
Animation in legal sense is a collection of series of frames or static pictures in motion. It is a kind of dynamic
visualization. Mathematically an animation can be derived in equation 1 below.
∑

Result and Analysis
Result and analysis is the outcome for any research towards a problem. In general research is a systematic
investigation of raw facts to draw a conclusion as aim of the problem and possible solution towards it. In this
paper the authors tries to prove that utilization of dynamic visualization by animation with teaching methods has
greater advantage over the traditional teaching and learning process. For smooth analysis authors has taken few
problems discussed below.
Problem1: If a teacher explains the process of conversion of DNA to m-RNA in a subject of biotechnology or bioinformatics class by drawing and labeling the figures, the respective student will catch the thing to some extent but
will not remember it for long time.
Better Solution: If the teacher uses a technical approach by writing the figures with proper labeling using
transparencies in the class. An Overhead Projector (OHP) is used to display the materials by the transparency
sheets. This approach still retains to the figures where no real-life assumption can be possible.
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Best solution: But if the same teacher uses a technical approach of modern classroom teaching by using a LCD
projector which is connected by a computer to demonstrate the same thing using an animated film of the overall
process rather than the actual experiments which need very expensive equipment to perform. Such arrangement is
suitable for conveying his or her point’s clearly much faster using software tools. The student will definitely
remember this type of demo for longer period.
Below are some of the subjects of various science and Engineering disciplines which uses animation to explain the
inherent concepts below. We have segmented and shown a single static image of that dynamic moving animation
here.
Problem2: Suppose, to teach a topic as wireless Sensor networks where doing an empirical study on transmission
of node to node for those very expensive or costly sensors were needed. It can be achieved by using an animated
sensor node, base station etc.
Solution: By displaying an animated transmission path we can clarify doubts of how the actual data transmission
happens with respect to the life of the batteries rather than the theoretical assumption because of expensive
experiments.
Case Study-1: Antigen-Antibody Interaction
Antigen antibody interaction is a chemical reaction in the body by which the body is protected from foreign
particles. This involves the reaction between antibody and antigen where antigen binds to antibody. The
mechanism of this reaction can be better understood by animated video as such specific chemical reaction taking
place inside the body can’t be understood simply by static diagram or picture. Demonstration of the same using
animation frame1 toframe4 makes it realistic which is demonstrated in figure 3. The affinity of antigen antibody
interaction acts as equilibrium constant is represented in equation 2.
[

]

1
2
3
Figure 3 shows the animation of antigen body by a series of frames from frame 1 to 4

4

Case Study-2: Nuclear Fusion
In nuclear fusion chain reaction takes place. To explain this process there may be arising some difficulties in
understanding the reaction due to complexity of the process and if we can show the chain reaction process
through animation then it will be very helpful to the students. Demonstration of Nuclear Fusion using animation
frame 1-3 which is demonstrated in figure 4.
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1
2
Figure 4 shows the animation of Nuclear Fusion by a series of frames from frame 1 to 3

3

Case Study-3: Optical Dispersion
If visible or white light passed into a triangular prism it causes dispersion of different colors to refract at different
angles, to produces seven different colors as red, yellow, orange, green, blue and violet which represents chromatic
dispersion. Every color represents certain frequency and wavelength of white light which is shown in figure 5.

1
2
Figure 5 shows the animation of dispersion of light in Prism by a series of frames 1 to 3

3

The refractive index of a prism to produce the minimum deviation angle can be calculated by equation 3,
(

)
( )

Where

,

Case Study-4: Protein Formation Process
Proteins are the macronutrients and energy carrier of any living being which is made up of elongated chain of
amino acids. Many biological molecular level experiments are costlier to perform and demonstrate before the
students. Complex to complex biological process such as protein folding structure and many more can be displayed
by using animation to the students. Now a day’s animation related to biological process gain popularity because
the animation to some extent mimics the real-life scenario using animated video which is demonstrated in figure 6.
Because for protein formation a longer process which requires so many frames that is why author has given a
single frame to mimic the process.
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Figure 6 shows only one frame for the animation of Protein formation
Case Study-5: Perspective projection
Position of the object is transformed to the viewing plane along the imaginary lines which converge at a vanishing
point denoted as centre of projection or projection reference point (PRP). Mathematically a 3-D object point (x, y,
z) is projected as (
) by setting the projection reference point (PRP) at position
along the z viewing axis
and we place the view plane at
shown in figure 7.

Figure 7 shows the a point shown in perspective projection which is converged in

along z viewing axis

Parameter u takes values from 0 to 1 and co-ordinate position (
), represents any point along the projection
line which is represented in equation (4), (5), (6). When u=0 we are at position P = (x, y, z), u=1 we will be at P =
On the view plane
and we can solve the
where u is calculated in equation (7).

equation for parameter at this position along the projection line

Substituting the value of u into the equations in equation (3), (4) for

and

we get
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Where

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

is the distance of the point on view plane to projection reference point.

Perspective projection produces realistic appearance of 3-D object but does not preserve the relative proportion of
the object shape i.e. for the distant object projection can appears smaller than the projections of objects of the
same size which is closer to the projection plane [6]. . For example, see the figure 8 (a) where demonstration of
perspective projection of a flight using animation where initially the flight is in larger shape after travelling far
away the size is smaller and smaller. Figure 8 (b) shows an animated road, from the distant views which is
assumed as the road has converged somewhere.

1

2

3

4

(a)

(b)
Figure 8 (a) shows the animation of Perspective Projection using frame 1 to 4 by which distant object (Aero plane)
looks smaller (b) An animated road shows the converge property of Perspective Projection
Case Study-6: Wireless Sensor Network
Wireless sensor network is an emerging concept for scientist, researchers and subject for students. Because
sensors can reach to that place which is restrictive to human reach. It is a transducer device to convert energy into
signal with different form of energy operationally that detects a signal to acquire information from real world.
There are various types of sensors are there. Now a day’s sensors popularly used to versatile application domain
by which its effectiveness is being utilized.
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Due to forest fire a huge loss of animal life, medicinal plant and vegetation occurred in that region. Such fire
detection is essential before its spreads and causes a huge loss. In that case, wireless sensor network can be
effectively utilized where human reach is not possible. Fire protective sensors can be randomly distributed and
utilized to measure the loss by drawing images, sensing the temperature periodically and transmit the data from
node to node by using different types of SPIN algorithm based on the SPIN protocol to the end user via base
station. These types of experiments cannot be possible because of the condition and costlier equipment’s as
sensor. To demonstrate it to the students by using animation is a feasible solution. Here we have taken a case
study for the above said problem and how the data communication is possible shown using animation in figure 9
(a) and (b).

1

2
(a)

3

4

(b)
Figure 9 (a) shows the animated frame 1 to 4 showing network data communication between of wireless sensor
forest fire affected to a sandalwood forest for measuring percentage of loss (b) Overall process of data
communication between nodes or sensors and to the base station.
Case Study-7: Alphabet “A” and “E for Kid Learning
Learning is an ancient art which can be adapted by kid to old. Learn with fun is sole aim to train infant or kid.
Many animation based company gives Kid trainer kit to train a kid. Here the authors has taken two themes to train
alphabet “A” with the theme as “A for Ant eating an apple” using animated frame demonstrated using figure 10 (a)
and to train alphabet “E” with the theme “E for Elephant is Listening music” using animated frame in figure 10 (b).
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1

2

3
4
(a)
Figure 10 (a) shows the animation of alphabet “A” with situation “Ant is eating an apple” using the combination of
frame 1 to 4

1
2
3
Figure 10 (b) shows the animation of alphabet “E” with situation “Elephant is Listening music” using the
combination of frame 1 to 3
Case Study-8: Projectile motion
The form of motion in which an object or particle is projected near the earth's surface, and due to the action
of gravity it moves along a curved path is known as Projectile motion. For an example when a tanker is targeting a
target to destroy it, here the concept of projectile motion is used. The velocity of rocket and the angle of projection
must be calculated and fixed before projection of rocket to the target. While these types of topic are being taught
by teacher to the student then the step wise animation will make the student better to understand. It has been
demonstration using Animation in figure 11. Mathematically we can calculate time, maximum height and distance
travelled by the following formulas shown in equation (10), (11) and (12)

Where

,

,

1
2
3
Figure 11 shows the animated frame 1 to 3 to mimic Projectile motion using a Tank to fire and abolish a target.
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We have visited different institution and surveyed that traditional classroom teaching using dynamic
visualization by animation based learning is better as compared to static visualization which is depicted
in Table 1 and Table 2. The facts are being collected by visiting few Government, Private and
Government Institution and demonstrating the classroom teaching along with animation which creates
a remarkable impression over students from lower classes to higher classes level.
Table 3 depicts the mean effect size of the dynamic visualization by animation is maximum than mean
effect size of static picture or image for which we have taken 26 pair-wise sample of animation and
static picture for the concerned topic.
Table 1 Survey of the acceptance level of different Educational Institution for Traditional Class Room
based teaching and learning in India.
Student Communities

Nursery/LKG/UKG
Class 5th

Traditional Class Room Teaching with using static visualization and without using
dynamic visualization by animation
Government Educational Institutions Private or Government Affiliated Institutions
55.30%
69.19%
61.20%
68.73%

Class 10th

70.20%

82.22%

12th

75.15%

80.49%

67.56%
73.21%
67.10%

73.50%
78.91%
75.50%

Class

B.Sc.
Engineering
Average

Table 2 Survey of the acceptance level of different Educational Institution for Advanced Class Room
based learning using dynamic visualization using animation in India.
Student Communities

Advanced Class Room Teaching with dynamic visualization by animation
Government Educational Institutions

Private or Government Affiliated Institutions

Nursery/LKG/UKG
Class 5th

76.78%
82.54%

91.45%
90.25%

Class 10th

88.65%

95.71%

Class 12th

90.30%

93.69%

B.Sc.
Engineering
Average

81.70%
88.45%
84.73%

88.53%
92.55%
92.03%

The corresponding graph is displayed in figure 12 and 13 which clearly depicts dynamic
visualization by animation based learning is better accepted by students of different level.
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Figure 12 shows the plotting of the survey data between Traditional and advanced classroom teaching
which is represented in Table 1 and 2 for Government Educational Institutions
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Figure 13 shows the plotting of the survey data between Traditional and advanced classroom teaching
which is represented in Table 1 and 2 for Private or Government affiliated Institutions
Table 3: 26 Pair wise comparison of the effect of the understanding level between dynamic visualization
by animation and static image or picture among different age of students.
Sl
no

1

Sector

Nursery

Strength

85

Topic

Alphabet learning

Moto of
Dynamic
visualization
by
animation
Decorative
based

Effect of Dynamic
Visualization by
animation
(Understanding
Level)
0.51

Effect of Static
Image
(Understanding
Level)
0.30
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2

Class 5th

85

Rhyme
Learning

Decorative
based

0.62

0.42

70

Food and Digestion

0.71

0.55

70

The Earth and the
Space
Optics
Plant Physiology

Decorative
based
Empirical
based
Both
Empirical
based
Both

0.54

0.41

0.60
0.66

0.53
0.54

0.80

0.62

Empirical
based
Decorative
based
Both
Empirical
based
Decorative
based
Both

0.91

0.76

0.84

0.70

0.71
0.85

0.59
0.74

0.59

0.45

0.77

0.65

Empirical
based
Decorative
based
Decorative
based
Empirical
based
Empirical
based
Empirical
based
Both
Decorative
based
Decorative
based
Both

0.92

0.85

0.84

0.69

0.79

0.68

0.92

0.85

0.80

0.63

0.76

0.67

0.85
0.92

0.76
0.88

0.84

0.73

0.80

0.68

Empirical
based
Empirical
based
Both

0.92

0.79

0.76

0.66

0.94

0.80

3

Class 10th

92
92

4

Class 12th

118

Biotechnology and its
Applications

118

118
118

Genetics
Evolution
Coordination
Compounds
Optics
Atoms & Nuclei

118

3-D Geometry

100

Protein Synthesis

100

Environmental
pollution
Chemical Bonding

118

5

B.Sc.

100
100
100
100
100

6

Engineering

and

Genetics
and
Molecular Biology
Biotechnological tools
and techniques
Electrochemistry

81

Digital
Logic and
Circuits
Optics
Mining Methods and
Machinery
Radioactivity

81

Traffic Engineering

81

Computer Networks

81

Analog and Digital
Electronics
Computer graphics

100
81

81

Mean effect for dynamic visualization (animation) of 26 samples is 0.77 and mean effect for static
picture of same 26 samples is 0.65 which clearly depicts the importance of dynamic visualization
(animation) over static pictures. Here we have assumed the effect size must vary within 0 to 1. Here we
have used two types of broadly classified animation as decorative based and empirical based where
both has their importance. As in table 3 we have taken different syllabus with varieties of subjects
running under the various Government and Private institutions under the regulation and rule by
statutory board and Universities course curriculum in India.

Expectation from Teaching Industry
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Modern world of high-end technical industry requires innovative products in every dimension because
of the global competition. But for a better product, an innovative design is required which again require
innovative mind that draws theory from practical. Current industry needs the qualitative and logical
students from professional and technical institutions but not the theoretical students who have the
knowledge in the form of concepts only. But traditional classroom teaching requires immense changes
according to industry need that means it should not be confined to Chalk and Talk method.

Conclusion
As everything changes with time why not the most valuable treasure that is the education should also be
changed. That means bringing an enhancement in the teaching process which will be fruitful to the
students in their understanding level. This will open the window of vast source of knowledge and there
will be a beginning of novel era of Education and learning. Today’s Classroom teaching can be
modernized by the use of animation, graphical icon and symbol based teaching and the students
learning by this method will have a clear idea rather than the teachers who are giving knowledge in the
classroom by the traditional method and the students grasping it by assumption only. Hence, the
teachers who are imparting education should be aware of high end technology to be employed during
the lecture. The teacher should nullify the traditional method of note-oriented with chalk and talk based
teaching.
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